Below is a list of the active Washington Federation of State Employee (WFSE) union stewards as provided to Facilities Services. Please note that this is subject to change upon notice from WFSE. Should you have questions, please contact FS Human Resources.

Name
ABRAHAM MAKONNEN
ANTHONY STEWART
ANTONIO ENTIENZA
ARQUIMIDES PEREZ
BETTY HAYES
CATHERINE CORALL
CHRIS HOLMER
CLAUDE THEARD
CLIFFORD ROBB
DENNIS WATSON
DENZELL DELONEY-WHITEN
ED LYLE
EDUARDO VAZQUEZ
FARRIS HINTON
FEDENCIO TEMPORADA
FLORIFE ESTRELLA
FRANCISCA FLORES
HABTEMICHAEL TESFAHANS OQBAMIKAEL
JAMES BALS
JAMES WHITEFISH
JEROME MANNING
JERRY HARSTAD
JOE COX
JOE DAVENPORT
JONATHAN MCCOLLUM
KALYAN NANDAN
KELETE TEKIE
KELLIE O’HAIR
KRISTINE PAUL
LATONYA JONES
LUTHER MARTIN
MARCELINA SERAFICA
MICHAEL LYNNE
NATE WILSON
PAULA LUKASZEK
RAENO ALFORQUE
RAUL ALFORQUE
RAYMOND TRICE
ROMAN ARIRI
SALIM KHAN
SALVADOR CASTILLO
SANDRA THAYIL
SHANNON MILAM
STEPHANIE SWAZER
SUSITINA BRIDGES
TODD WOODCOCK